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Abstract

An X-Windows-based graphic user interface is presented
which allows the seamless integration of numerous existing
biomolecular programs into a single analysis environment.
This environment is based on a core multiple sequence editor
that is linked to external programs by a user-expandable
menu system and is supported on Sun and DEC work-
stations. There is no limitation to the number of external
functions that can be linked to the interface. The length and
number of sequences that can be handled are limited only by
the size of virtual memory present on the workstation. The
sequence data itself is used as the reference point from which
analysis is done, and scalable graphic views are supported. It
is suggested that future software development utilizing this
expandable, user-defined menu system and the I/O linkage
of external programs will allow biologists to easily integrate
expertise from disparate fields into a single environment.

Introduction

The field of computational molecular biology involves the
analysis of a broad spectrum of biological data using
various algorithms for molecular modeling, comparative
and phylogenetic analysis, database management, genetic
mapping and sequence analysis. New programs and
algorithms for the analysis of these types of genetic data
are constantly being developed using various computer
languages, interface methods and file formats. As such,
these programs require a wide range of computer expertise
to use.

The best and most useful algorithms are often
incorporated into commercial software packages for use
by the biological community (see Roe 1988, and Ahem
1991, for reviews). These packages tend to add a defined,
common user interface to a set of programs in order to
make them more palatable to end-users. During this
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process, programs are often converted from one program-
ming language to another. File formats may also require
conversion. The end result of these conversions are user-
friendly, although sometimes costly systems for genetic
data analysis. The primary drawback to these commercial
packages is the time it may take for novel analyses to be
incorporated into the systems. Successful algorithms
developed today take months if not years to find their
way into commercial packages. Because of this, the
average researcher does not immediately benefit from
these novel algorithms. Furthermore, in many instances it
is impossible to expand these systems with custom-built
algorithms as the source code for these packages may not
be freely distributed.

Approaches have been suggested to incorporate all
types of genetic data analysis in a single generic
environment for computational biology. In recent years,
there has been an explosion of small public domain
packages on both workstations and PC based systems,
attempts have been made to produce comprehensive GUI
system (Douthart et al., 1986), and several DCL based navi-
gational systems have been built (Kanehisa, 1982; Reisner
and Bucholtz, 1986; B.Roe, pers.comm; Modelevsky and
Akers, 1988). None of these systems have been developed
to the extent that they are presently utilized universally by
the general biological community.

DNA and protein sequence analysis are arguably the
most common forms of computer analysis used by the
biological community and most current methods involve
the comparison of two or more sequences at one time.
Several multiple-sequence editors have been developed
(Dear and Staden, 1991; Clark, 1992; Jurka, 1987; George
and Barker, 1986; Devereux et al., 1984; Barbar and
Maizel, 1990) that are used for searching for sequence
motifs; others have been developed for phylogenetic
analysis (G.Olsen and T. Macke pers. comm.). As they
were tailored for a specific field of interest, they are
difficult to expand without significant modification to the
main program itself.

A versatile system for genetic data analysis should
incorporate a simple to use interface as well as allow the
addition of novel analytical tools. Thus the key goals to
any general-purpose analysis environment should be ease
of use and ease of expansion. We present an expandable
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graphic user interface and demonstrate its utility with a
multiple sequence editor called the Genetic Data Environ-
ment (GDE). The GDE is a modular software environ-
ment that will enable the user community to immediately
benefit from the latest developments in computational
biology and allow them to customize a system to meet
their specific needs.

Design goals

GDE was designed to remove three bottlenecks encoun-
tered in the integration of sequence analysis software. The
first goal was the development of a flexible system that
would allow the incorporation of algorithms written in
various programming languages. Existing programs in
languages such as FORTRAN, Pascal, C, BASIC, Lisp,
and PROLOG are generally rewritten in a common
language before they are incorporated under a single
user interface. This requires a significant amount of code
writing, with the net result being a system that does little
more than the components did. Any truly integrated
system must accommodate the use of a mixture of
languages in order to avoid constant rewrites of working
software and allow this existing body of analytical
software to be incorporated into the system with minimal
effort.

The second goal to be addressed was the development of
a graphical system for DNA and protein sequence display
and manipulation. There is little argument over the fact
that the menu and mouse style interface greatly decreases
the learning curve associated with sequence analysis
software. However, the building of such interfaces is of
little interest to most programmers as these interfaces do
not improve the quality of the actual algorithm, but
merely simplifying its use by others. Thus, any integrated
system for analysis must take responsibility for much of
the graphic user interface and the representation of
various views of the data.

The third goal addressed was the development of the
hooks to accommodate end-user expandability. If an
individual wishes to incorporate his own analysis into the
system, he or she should not be required to modify, or even
have access to the source code for the environment. It
should instead be possible to describe to the environment
how it should access a new program, and the environment
should handle all details of executing this new function
and the presentation of the analysis to the end-user. This
would then allow a user to customize the environment to
suit each particular user's needs.

By meeting these design goals, we hoped to minimize the
work required to move a program from the programmer's
test-bed to the end-users hands. In the process, we would
produce an ever-expanding system for biomolecular

sequence analysis in which all could benefit from other's
expertise in various fields. It would benefit software
developers to remain compatible with the system, because
the requirements of compatibility are minimal, and the
benefits of compatibility are great. It is hoped that this
paradigm for user interfaces will prompt programmers to
establish a common repository where external programs
are accumulated and freely shared within the user
community and that this repository be expanded to
encompass all areas of computational biology.

Implementation

We divided the environment into three primary parts (see
Figure 1.) to meet these goals. They are data representa-
tion and manipulation, an expandable user defined menu
system, and external program execution. Data representa-
tion is the graphic display and editing of the data. In the
case of protein and nucleic acid sequence data, the
representation follows along the lines of a text editor for
multiple sequences. The emphasis of sequence display is
always on flexibility of representation and manipulation.
Color highlighting is a modifiable trait, not a fixed scheme
so that analysis functions can change color attributes as
easily as they change actual sequence data. Alignment
specific editing functions such as group insertion/deletion
and data locking are needed.

User-interface issues are handled by a simple menu
definition file which describes the external analysis

GDE

Data representation, editing
Color highlighting

—\ External program execution J

User definable
menu/dialog
box interface

r I/O handler

—^ GDE basic analysis functions J

, Remote procedure calls (supercomputer access))-

L Mulit-lingual support (Fortran, C, Pascal) J

Extensions

(Remote) Database access

User defined functions

Fig. 1. Depicts the logical organization of the Genetic Data Environment
The system consists of an internal data representation module, a module
that interprets the expandable menu configuration file and a module the
executes externally defined programs. These external extensions include
basic analytical functions distributed with GDE and any function that
that can be run with command line arguments.
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function in terms of what raw data it requires, what
parameters it uses, and what form the returned results
will take. By interpreting this file at run time instead
of compile time, each individual user at a site can have his
or her own customized setup. This definition file uses a
simple language that allows easy modification by
end-users.

In summary, the environment retrieves user input,
passes required data in required formats, executes all
needed analysis programs, and returns all results to the
user. Thus the external analysis programs appear to be
part of one integrated system with all behind-the-scenes
file conversion, parameter passing, and file cleanup being
handled automatically without the intervention of the
user.

The prototype system

The prototype implementation of the above paradigm is
the Genetic Data Environment (GDE) which represents
amino acid and DNA sequence data in a multiple-
sequence alignment format. The primary display/editor
and menu system was written using the MIT X Windows
system under the XView user interface toolkit developed
by Sun Microsystems. This greatly improved the esthetic
quality of the interface, as well as speeding its develop-
ment. We are currently running the system on Sun
workstations using the Unix operating system, the flexi-
bility of which was essential to the development of the
system.

The display editor accepts five types of sequence
information: nucleic acid sequence, amino acid sequence,
text, sequence masks, and color mask information. It
allows for sequence entry/editing under a four stage
protection scheme which prevents accidental data corrup-
tion by allowing or restricting alignment gap modification,
ambiguous character modification, standard character
modification, and sequence translation/reversal. Once a
set of sequences is aligned, they can be grouped so that
modifications in one propagate to all, and sequences or
sub-sequences can be duplicated, removed, moved, trans-
lated, complemented, and reversed.

The editor supports five coloring schemes: a mono-
chrome mode, color by sequencing direction, a character
to color mapping, an alignment wide color mask, and a
sequence by sequence color mask. The character-to-color
mapping aids in visual evaluation of alignments where
each nucleic acid character is mapped to one color. Amino
acid characters are grouped into seven categories based on
size and charge. The alignment wide color mask gives each
column of the alignment a specific color which is useful in
representing position by position scoring of alignments.
The sequence color mask will give a position by position

color coding for a given sequence which is designed for
representing position by position scoring on individual
sequence. Other features of the primary display editor
include the ability to do 'split screen' editing, tactile
feedback, a checking mode, reduce scale view, variable
font sizes, and extended sequence information annotation.

Expandable menu system

External functions are tied in by means of the menu
configuration file 'GDEmenus'. This file resides in a
shared help directory, or can also be placed in an
individual user's home directory for easier customiza-
tion. This configuration file defines how to access remote
functions and how to present 'dialog boxes' to the user. It
specifies the data format for external programs as well as
the format for data that the functions might pass back to
GDE.

The description language for the expandable menu file is
fairly simple; an example of how one might tie in a hypo-
thetical Unix program called db_search which performs
a database search and retrieval follows. Assume the
command line for this program is

db_search -base DataBankName -field Field Keyword

where DataBankName might be one of GENBANK, PIR,
or EMBL; Field might be one of AUTHOR, PUB (for
publication) or DESC (for description); Keyword would
be some descriptive text for the chosen search field. Figure
2 depicts how such a function would be described in the
.GDEmenus configuration file and this would create a new
menu item labeled 'Data base search' (see Figure 3). Once
the user clicks the OK button, program db_search is run
with the user's chosen parameters, the results are written
out to a temporary file, and the sequences contained in
that file are loaded into the GDE editing window.

Sequence data in the editor may also be passed as input
to an external function by adding a field to the
configuration file describing the input format. The user
selects sequences by highlighting the sequence names
before selecting a menu function, and the selected data are
then written out to a temporary file in the appropriate
format before being passed as input to the external
program. The menu file also allows for handing out data in
specific regions by means of a selection mask, as well as
controlling temporary file cleanup after a program
executes.

The second release of GDE has several external analysis
functions tied in through its expandable menu system and
are distributed with the core editor. Most of these
programs were incorporated with no changes made to
the original source code and include programs for multiple
sequence alignment (Higgins, 1992), similarity search
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item:Data base search
itemmethod:db_search -bank SBANK -field $FIELD SKEYWORD > OutputFile

arg:BANK
argtypexhooser
arglabel:Which database to search
argchoice:Genbank:GENBANK
argchoice:PIR:PIR
argchoice:EMBL:EMBL

arg:FIELD
argtype:choice_menu
arglabel:What field to search on?
argchoice :Author:AUTHOR
argchoice:Publication:PUB
argchoice:Description:DESC

arg:KEYWORD
argtype:text
arglabel:Keyword to search for?

out:Outputfile
outformat:genbank

Fig. 2. is an example of a menu configuration definition hooking an external function into GDE. The pop up window label is defined by 'item:' and the
external Unix command line that is executed is defined by 'itemmethod:' Command line arguments are defined in each of the 'arg:' sections and these
values are substituted into the 'itemmethod:' upon its execution. The results of the database search are output in genbank format which is defined in the
'out:' section.

(Altschul et al., 1992; Pearson and Lipman, 1988), contig
assembly (X.Huang, submitted for publication), phyloge-
netic analysis (Felsenstein, 1989; De Soete, 1984;
M.Maciukenas, pers. comm.), RNA secondary structure
(Zuker, 1989), and other custom-built functions useful in
comparative analysis.

Systems requirements

The latest release of the system, GDE 2.2a, currently runs

on workstations from Sun Microsystems including Sun 3,
Sun 4, and the SparcStation line of workstations. System
software requirements are SunOS 4.1 or later, Open-
windows 2.0, or the X11R4 window system from MIT
along with the XView 2.0 toolkit. We have also imple-
mented the system on the DEC station from Digital
Equipment Corporation, and informal ports of GDE have
been accomplished on the Silicon Graphics Iris as well as
to the Cray X-MP. The bundled system for GDE 2.2a is

Genetic Data Environment (_/DATA/16S.gb)

rilB r j l TOW r j DNA/RNA v ) Protein r l .'hyioq-'-'iy ~) Extra',

I:' vokam
K-r,orrhuu
l-B-ciitwuh
!•&-•>;• 1 obi u
Msp-hungat
Mcr-parvum
Mg-nansm
Hg-thernop
Mm-mobi1e
Mpl-1lmi co
Mg-organop
Hg-cariaci
Msr-barker
Msr-aadiv
M^r-thnoph
Msr - f ns i u
Msr-sp-WHi
Mlo-tindar
Mco-mluten
Mha-mahn

c-v-.c o:c.•--'< cc cc-"J"cc-vr-'-c
(. C C i-'-.CC CC-'<CC-'.fr/«.c

C---C C'-W- C C C S4
GG-'-C C-V.A . i G •'•••
CCAC CAAA.C CJG-AA CCCGCGCCACCACC

CCAC.CAAA.C C.C.AA.CC_CCACCGACCACC

Data base search

HELP) O K ! C a n c e l )

Which database to search |Gej)iiar)k.j PIR [ EMBL

What field to search on? ^ Author

Keyword to search for? l l P l l ^ l
t Publication

[
IJCGCCAAGCCCCCUCACCAGAACCGCUUCG^

:ACCAGAACCCCUUCC/
JACCACAACGGCUUCG/
:ACCACGACGGCUUCG/
:ACCAC«ACGGCUCCGf
"ACCACAACCGCUCCG,
JACCAGAACCGCUUCCf
JACCAGAACCGCUUCC;
iACCAGAACCGGUUCC^
JACCAGAACGCGUUCC/
JACCACAACGGGUUCG/
JACCAGAACCCCUCCC;
JACCAGAACGCGUCCC^
JACCAGAACGCGUCCC*

[Insert! pos:23 col:61 Mst-thermo Cannot open help file

Fig. 3. shows the pop up menu created by GDE after interpreting the entry in the menu configuration that is described in Figure 2.
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available to internet users via anonymous ftp from
megasun.bch.umontreal.ca.

Discussion

The Genetic Data Environment was originally conceived
as a phylogenetic tool at the University of Illinois and
incorporated many salient features of previously devel-
oped multiple sequence editors (G.Olsen and T.Macke,
pers comm.). The need for an expandable system became
obvious very early in the effort and quickly evolved into
GDE 1.0, first released in February 1991. This version of
the editor had an expandable menu system and integrated
external programs through input an output files. The base
editor was subsequently expanded (GDE 2.0) and released
in May 1992. This version included sparse matrix storage,
cut and paste, and a flat database using tagged fields that is
attached to the sequence entry. The latest release of GDE
(2.2a) corrects the selection mask handling and I/O where
leading characters in an alignment were sometimes lost.
The XView version of GDE is presently being ported to
Motif which will include Interprocess Communication
support.

Although many software packages have been developed
in the computational biology field, very few have con-
sidered the issue of user expandability. The Biotechnology
Computing Environment (Modelevsky and Akers, 1988)
was one of the first attempts to produce a system where the
end-user can re-configure the menu system, in this case
from within the command line environment using DCL
commands.

We have recently extended the X-Windows based GDE
system and built a terminal emulator (EZshelltool) using
the same menu based paradigm. This latter system is used
as a Navigator to lead investigators through numerous
software packages and process control systems and is used
extensively in the Mycoplasma Genome Project. We
incorporated several database features and tools into
GDE to handle data from the Mycoplasma project at the
Harvard Genome Lab (Smith et ai, 1992). This model has
proven extremely flexible allowing direct access to remote
procedure calls on high-performance computers and
network-based servers and can be easily modified on a
daily basis as the need arises. The latter point is critical in
when one is developing new technology and cannot
predict a priori the needs of the system (Gillevet, 1993).
Presently, there is no mechanism to build the menus
automatically although this functionality will be imple-
mented in the future.

In conclusion, as the technical revolutions in DNA
mapping and sequencing technology are setting the stage
for the complete analysis of entire genomes, it is impera-
tive that an evolutionary perspective be established to

provide a systematic and coherent framework for the
comparative analysis of such data. The initial tool
required for comparative analysis is an expandable
multiple sequence editor and, as such, GDE represents
the first step in developing this framework. It is hoped that
the paradigm outlined for the integration of multiple
sequence analytical tools into a common graphic user
interfaces can be extended to other views and perspectives
of biology, allowing the development of an encompassing
environment for computational biology.
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